What Is Elon GOAT Club (EGC)?
Elon Goat Club is the NFT offering from popular cryptocurrency, Elon
GOAT Token ($EGT). This NFT will further the utility of the Elon GOAT
ecosystem; fostering community engagement, growth and new sets
of eyes from the NFT space. This NFT will be a collection of 5,000 3D
Goats, minted at a price of .1 ETH. Approximately 300 Goats were

already minted and will be airdropped to existing holders.

What Is Elon GOAT Token?
Elon GOAT Token was formerly a BEP20 Token issued on the 4th of January 2022. $EGT
immediately amassed major attention and quickly reached a 39 Million Dollar Market Cap.
In addition, the Token was featured on Vice News on its second day after launch and Fox
Business News interviewed the development team shortly thereafter.
The Virality of the Token is its desire to be different through unique marketing. $EGT
constructed A Massive Statue Dedicated to Elon Musk which is nearing completion. Upon
Completion, expect to see a United States tour and delivery to Elon Musk at the Tesla
Headquarters. Elon GOAT Token migrated to Ethereum prior to releasing an advanced,
technologically innovative, Crypto Payment Gateway for merchant processing. To Learn
More About $EGT’s utility ecosystem, “EGT PRO”,
visit https://elongoat.io.

Is there a Utility/Benefit To the NFT?
EGC NFT’s will have multiple utilities and will continue to advance
the benefits offered to its holders. The utility’s foundation starts with
.5% of all fee’s collected by EGT PRO’s global Crypto Payment
Processing to be shared by way of royalties to EGC NFT Holders.
This will provide passive Income paid monthly for all its holders
generated by EGT PRO, a Real and Impactful Business Tool that’s
sure to disrupt the traditional payment processing industry. EGT
PRO generates a variety of fees in addition to those from
processing, EGC holders will also participate in that pool.
EGC will have a DAO with community elected leaders. The DAO’s
Elected Leaders will control financial decisions with EGC’s Treasury
and will play a role in all pivotal decisions. EGC’s DAO will be
assigned 2 votes and cumulatively the elected leaders will get the
3rd vote. For an action to be passed, the DAO must agree to it
and all 3 votes must be aligned.
EGC holders will get full IP rights to their EGC NFTs. Owners will have
full autonomy to brand and create using their asset. $EGT nor EGC
will infringe on any IP rights as our holders and the appreciation of
their NFT value are of the utmost importance.

Whitelist Opportunities will be offered. Our DAO will assemble and
vote on which projects they’d like to Whitelist. EGC Devs will be
responsible for reaching out & securing our community’s Whitelist
Spots in efforts to secure profits for holders.
EGC’s Shill to Earn Program is an additional opportunity for holders.
This model will be used to increase brand awareness for both $EGT
& EGC. Program participants must be EGC holders. Shill to earn
income is an alternative to traditional methods people have used
in Crypto & Tech to achieve their viral success. It involves holders
creating Tiktok content related to the EGC project, all with the
intent of generating views and awareness to income generating
utilities. Program rewards will be paid on views and participating
holders will be paid in ETH from the EGC treasury. To Learn more
about the Shill to Earn Program,
Visit the EGC website – www.elongoat.io

IRL Events?
After knowing of $EGT’s “Elon GOAT Monument”
and the opportunity it presents to go viral, perhaps
you’re wondering where to catch a glimpse of it?.
There will be a series of IRL events in the USA
including the delivery to Elon in Texas. While
Everyone Is Invited to partake in the fun, special
access and meet ups will be held specifically for the
EGC NFT Holders.
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Team Background?
Our Team is fully doxed and some members have been involved in
the crypto space as far back as 2013. EGC Devs possess a wide
variety of skillsets that lend themselves to this truly unique project.
To learn more about the team, visit https://elongoat.io

